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Netting risk highlighted as trapped gull 
rescued in Dartmouth 
Charity warns bird deterrent netting can pose a serious risk to animals 

The dangers netting can pose to wild birds has been highlighted after an injured gull was 
rescued after becoming trapped. 
 
The RSPCA was contacted after the gull was seen trapped on netting above a shop in Dartmouth 
in Devon on Sunday (19 April). The bird had been there for over 24 hours already and was 

repeatedly attacked by other 
territorial gulls.  
 
Animal rescuer, RSPCA 
Inspector Marije Zwager, was 
able to free the gull with her 
specialist reach and rescue pole 
before taking the bird to RSPCA 
West Hatch Wildlife Centre for 
treatment. 

The animal welfare charity say 
the distressing incident is a 
reminder as to the importance of 
maintaining and monitoring 
deterrence netting to prevent 
birds getting trapped. 

 
Marije said: “I hope this is a reminder about how important it is to monitor bird deterrent wire or 
netting on buildings. If netting is not checked and maintained, there is a risk of birds suffering and 
dying from injury or starvation. 
 
“There are some circumstances where netting can be an effective means of keeping birds off 
structures, however, it’s vitally important that any netting is properly installed and maintained. 

“This gull sadly suffered facial injuries after being attacked by other gulls while trapped but 
thankfully is getting the care needed at our specialist wildlife centre ready to be returned to the 
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wild.” 

Each year around 2,000 reports are made to the RSPCA about wild birds trapped in or behind 
netting, many incidents involving bird-deterrent netting. All types of bird netting should be 
professionally installed and regularly maintained as birds can suffer a long and painful death if they 
become trapped. Unfortunately bird-deterrent netting is often fixed in high or hard-to-reach areas, 
making the rescue of trapped animals difficult and dangerous.  
 
The charity’s frontline animal rescuers like Marije have been designated key workers by the 
Government as they continue to help animals suffering injury, cruelty and neglect during the 
Coronavirus outbreak but vital funding is needed to keep them out on the road. 
 
The RSPCA continues to provide vital care to thousands of animals across England and Wales 
and is expecting even more to come into its care in the coming weeks as its rescue teams bring in 
more animals in need.  
 
Alongside this, the charity is also facing a huge financial strain as it is already seeing the damaging 
effect of this crisis on its fundraising income, while the costs of saving, treating and caring for 
animals continue. 
 
To help the RSPCA keep helping animals like this gull and to keep animal hospitals and centres 
running for emergency treatment, and round the clock care through these unprecedented times, 
please donate whatever you can spare at rspca.org.uk/covid  
 
If anyone has seen dead birds in netting, or if a regular issue of birds becoming trapped in netting 
is occuring, the RSPCA would be grateful if you could please forward the address, property owner 
(if known) and date of the incident to wildlife@rspca.org.uk. The RSPCA will then write to the 
owner with advice and guidance about resolving the issue. More information on the charity’s “Wild 
birds and netting” project can be found online. 
 

Notes to editors: 

● To download pictures, please click here. 
 
Ends. 
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